IMS Evolve engineer the perfect PO Process
“Document Genetics rose to the
challenge and delivered a cloud
based non-stock PO Creation,
Approval and Payment system
with an instant ROI and ongoing
cost savings in excess of at least
£14,000 per year”
Will, Finance Dept.

Background

The Solution

The Benefits

IMS Evolve promise the perfect machine
management solution; they’re the only
machine management provider in the world to
harness the value of machine data throughout
their clients' entire business process by
providing cloud connectivity for all machines;
from refrigeration to cash machines and from
legacy machines to the latest technology.

After reviewing a number of solutions, IMS
chose a cloud based solution from business
process automation specialist, Document
Genetics. The solution included the following
functionality:

• Direct cost savings of over £14,000 p.a.
• Massive reduction in PO expenditure
• Approval process stops unnecessary spend
• All documents are stored electronically - purchase orders,
delivery notes and invoices
• Fast searching & retrieval of all documents
• Originator of the PO receives a copy of the purchase invoice
• Suppliers now vetted by accounts before a PO can be raised
• Intuitive user interface requires little training
• Managers are more in control of their expenditure and budget
forecasting
• Audit trail shows every stage throughout the approval process
• Delivery notes now archived
• Instant ROI

www.ims-evolve.com

The Challenge
Like many companies, IMS Evolve used to raise
non-stock purchase orders on an ad-hoc basis
(online, email or telephone) with no formal
purchase order.

• A document archive (infoRouter EDMS)
• Create and approve Purchase Orders via a
secure web portal
• Ability to capture paper or emailed
purchase invoices
• PO, POD and Invoice all archived to
infoRouter
• Workflow to approve invoices where
required
• Audit trail

This made it impossible to accurately forecast
spending commitments and proved time
consuming to approve the final purchase
invoice.
These issues were compounded by the growth
of reoccurring cloud services where invoices
can appear 12 months later (by which time
everyone has forgotten which project it’s been
assigned to).
In addition, as no formal approval process was
in place, managers had very little visibility of
what was being ordered and often items were
purchased unnecessarily.
Here's a summary of all the issues:
• Unauthorised spending
• Cash-flow forecasts difficult
• No formal approval process / audit trail
• Large amounts of wastage
• All invoices stored in paper form
• Difficult to find copy documents
• Wasted office space storing paper
• Suppliers not pre-authorised or selected
• Delivery notes not archived
• No verification of received invoices- has it
been delivered?
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